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This is a monthly newsletter specifically created for Schaefer Ranch residents. It provides a snapshot of real estate  

sales activity, relative city and home owner news, as well as informative articles relative to real estate ownership.

Issue

Jan.  2021in this issue >>>

Hot Topics:

Update / HOA News (if available)

5-Year Home Sale Value Trend

Active Homes for Sale 

Homes Sold YTD

Professional Profile

HOA News / Real Estate Information

Schaefer Ranch 5-Year Home Sale Value Trend



Additional sales data available upon request



“Of the 11% of American adults considering a future home purchase in 

the second quarter of 2020, about half (49%) are not simply planning it, 

they are actively engaged in the process to find a home. That is a 

significantly higher share than the comparable figure a year ago (41%), 

which suggests that the COVID-19 crisis and its accompanying record-

low mortgage rates have converted some prospective buyers into 

active buyers.” -National Association of Home Builders

Buyers aren’t just window shopping this year – they’re committed to 

finding the home of their dreams. If you’ve been on the fence about 

selling your home, DM me to learn why such strong buyer demand 

makes this the perfect time to sell your house.



set the stage>>>

Okechi Nwamuo was born and raised in Northern California and has over 9 
years’ experience in Residential Real Estate. Coincidentally, he has been a 
resident in the Schaefer Ranch community since 2014 and has a passion for 
success and helping others to succeed and accomplish their goals is one of 
his top ambitions. 

He embodies an extensive dedication to the real estate community and 
possesses a passion and determination to assist his clients accomplish their 
short term and long-term goals. During the first meeting with Okechi you 
will feel, and sense of comfort and he will relate to your situation on a 
personal basis and tap into what your wants and needs are. You will 
experience his confidence, knowledge and compassion.

Due to being resident of Schaefer Ranch, he possesses first-hand experience  
of the day-to-day benefits living in the city of Dublin as well. Therefore, he 
possesses a natural ability to seamlessly present the true value of living in 
the community. Additionally, his negotiation skills will result in the best 
possible outcome for his clients, Okechi is the one you want on your team. 

Okechi is backed by Intero Real Estate Services, with an impressive 
International presence.  Intero has grown to #1 in Market Share in the past 
few years.

Okechi Nwamuo, MBA, 
Realtor Direct: (510) 290-7315
Email: onwamuo@intero.com

www.okechinwamuo.com 
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